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My granddaughter, Susan L. Quello, was selected by the 
TeleRep Company, a division of Cox Communications Co., for 
a special TV. sales training course in New York. 

She graduated magna cum laude from the University of Detroit 
in communications. ' With her scholastic record and motivation, 
the university considered her a top draft choice for employment 
in the communications field. (She received six offers of 
employment.) She was a student intern at the National 
Association of Broadcasters in Washington last year. She was 
offered a fulltime NAB position upon graduation, but wisely 
elected for training and employment in the mainstream of the 
communications industry rather than in association employment. 

Susan is of excellent character, doesn't smoke and has good 
temperate habits. I can recommend her without reservations for 
occupancy. She will be an attractive welcome neighbor. 

Sincerely, 

~~~f~ 
~ames H . ~uello 



Collins on EEQ. CC:lngressw0man' Cardiss Collins (0·111.) held press c0nlerenoe lasl 
Tuesday (March 24) to protest FG.C's failure ,to entor€e,E.EG re(!JLlfations. G0l11ns, a\Jlhor of 
legislatiG)'I (H.R, 1090) that would strerlgt/'len IiCC's enlorcement au/hoTlly, sen I leller to 
FCC Ohairman Mark Fowler and copy fo,incoming Chairman Dennis palrlc~ last week 
$Iating slie is "dliepJy sistufbed ,lhat minorities and women are grossly underemployed 
in Ihe brsadcasting Industry: Oltlng recent sludy by FCC's EEO branch anp outs made by 
networks and stations. Col/ins asked FCC to provide neT with lisl 01 radio and TV slatlons 
that did not meet FCC's EEO guidelines between 1984 and 1986; statement of action FCC 
Is laklri'g ag.a tisl slatlon~ that have lailem 10 compl'i on regular baSIS; IIsl of stations that 
have experienced decline in overall millorlty and female employmenl a,nd de~lfne In "top 
10lJ~" job C~legorles, and comparatlveEEO hlnnQ mata for radio. TV and satellite 
networks. CollinS was ieined by 0on~ressmen Charles Hayes (0-111.), Major Owens (0-
N,y'), Alfred Bustamante (D-Tex.) 'and Kweisi Mlume (D-Md.), and by Frank Maxwetl. 
national preslclent, American Federation of Television and Radio Artists {AFL-CIO); John 
HaU, AFTRA nalienal executive seoretary, and Jack ,Golodner, director of AFL·C10 
Department for Professional Employes. 

o 
Free for parties. Senator Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.), author of "Informed Electorate Act." bill 
that would require television broadcasters to provide free air time to political parties 
(BROADCASTING, March 2), has argued for bill at Senate hearing. Measure has been 
referred to Senate Commerce Committee, although Pell intends to offer bill in form of 
amendment to legislation under consideration by Senate Rules Committee_ "My 
amendment would require licensed television stations to provide free air time for the 
presentation of views by candidates for the U.S. Senate and the House of 
Representatives," senator told Rules Committee. "It expressly provides that the time be 
used to promote rational discussion and debate of the issues in time blocks up to 15 
minutes. Hopefully it could thus be an antidote to slick advertising and TV gimmickry 
which all too oiten result in negative and distorted campaigning, as we saw in the 1986 
elections." Bill would force broadcaslers to turn time over to political parties that would 
then dole out time to individual candidates. Rules Committee is looking at number of 
campaign finance reform bills and is expected to hold several days of hearings during 
which National Association of Broadcasters plans to voice its objections to Pell 
amendment. Committee is not expected to act until early summer. 

o 

Poll closing. House Subcommittee on Elections passed legislation setting uniform poll 
closing time for presidential elections Bill now goes to parent House Administration 
Committee where it is expected to pass without much opposition_ House adopted 
identical measure in last Congress; it would close polls at 9 p.m. Eastern standard time 
in Eastern, central. mountain and Pacific time zones , (Alaska and Hawaii would be exempt 
from legislation) Measure would extend daylight saving time for additional two weeks in 
Pacific time zone during presidential election, so that polls would close at 7 p.m. local 
time. Measure is designed to counter perceived effects of early television reports in East 
while polls are still open elsewhere. 

o 
Certification checks. FCC said it is going to begin randomly checking financial 
qualifications of applicants for new broadcast facilities. It also said staff may single out 
applicants with large number of applications for questioning. In publiC notice, FCC said. 
it had become "clear" that "a number" of broadcast applicants have been certifYing their 
financial qualifications without any "basis or justification." 

o 
Maunawlll AM. FCC has granted application of Anita Levine for new AM station on 1460 
khz in Maunawili, Hawaii. Levine is officer and director of Mount Wilson FM 
Broadcasters, licensee of KMGT(TV) Honolulu and KRTR-FM Kailua, both Hawaii , Since signal 
of AM would overlap signal of UHF TV station, one-to-market rule would generally 
prohibit grant. But FCC afforded relief under exception that rule provides for consideration 
of creation of radio-TV combinations involving UHF's. 

o 
Hllo FM. In initial decision, FCC Administrative Law Judge Joseph Chachkin has 
granted application of Irving A Uram for new FM in Hilo, Hawaii, denying competing 
applications of Southport Radio Inc. and Wailuku Radio Co, Uram prevailed on 
integration grounds, He is real-estate investor who has no other media interests 

o 

Reporting conditions. FCC has subjected KWIC·AM-FM Beaumont, Tex., to short-term 
renewals and equal employment opportunity reporting conditions. FCC said record didn't 
indicate "overt discrimination." But agency also alleged stations had made "few efforts" 
to insure that potential sources of black applicants were informed of job openings. 
National Black Media Coalition had petitioned to deny: 
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clean network feed only to households with
out broadca I or cable service," it sa:d. 
"Second, an unscrambled feed could and 
likely would be viewed by HSD's within net
work broadcast station service areas. The 
damage that this would inflict on the 
work-affiliate delivery system, a s) 
whose efficiency we have long recogni",_ 
would outweigh any benefits of such a 
scheme." 

The extent of the "white areas"-un
served or underserved by network affili
ates-was "not substantial" enough to war
rant action, the report said. Such areas, it 
said , encompass fewer than a half million 
homes. 

Furthermore, the report said, the networks 
believe that the construction of translators to 
extend service into white areas is a " viable" 
alternative to any kind of direct-to-home ser
vice. CBS , it said, "appears to have an over
all, aggressive plan to implement new trans
lator service on a nationwide basis." 

The report also, said thaL, even if .it wanted 
to , the FCC probably couldn ' t order the net
works to serve Lhe home satellite market. 
The networks ' arrangements with the copy
right holders, it said, don't permit the net
works to distribute programing directly to 
homes . More important it said, "Sec lion 
705 of the Communications Act prohibit 
unauthorized reception of satellite network 
feeds and, in light of such statutory protec
tion, we do not believe that we have the 
authority, even should we wish to do so , to 
order the networks not to scramble and to 
authorize HSD viewing of their feeds ." 

Nonetheless, the report said , CBS' 
NBC should join ABC in at least consio 
serving dish owners in white areas by scra ... -
bling its feeds and authorizing reception 
only to tbose in white areas. 

The report exp\'ess~d concern about Satel
lite Broadcast N etwork ' new service, 
which involves putting the signals of three 
network affiliates on a satellite, scrambling 
them and selling them as a package to dish 
owners. So that it can offer its service under 
.the compulsory licen !! of the ex isLing copy
right law, SBN i defining its servic a a 
kind of cable system in the sky. 

The report said that it could finp nothjng 
in the " legislative history" of the c.opyright 
law " to uggest Lhat Congress intended atel
lite di tributors might themselve be defined 
as cable television systems under the com
pulsory licensing provisions of the law." 

If the courts decide that SBN's service is 
not a violation of the law, it said, "it would 
be appropriate" for the FCC to scrutinize the 
service from a communications policy per
speclive. "The network-affi liate relation hip 
play an important ro le in 'supplying the pub
lic with television service. This system of 
distribution, which is based on program 
rights wnership and copyright protection a 
system of exclu ive broadcast outler , and 
c0utractual relationship among the partie ' . 
is totally bypassed through the direct _t~_ 
home satellite distribution mechanism ' 
type proposed by SBN." 

ABC, CBS and Gannett, the ownel, v1 

the stations that SBN is distributing to dish 
owners , have sued SBN, alleging violations 
of copyright law. 

That some programers led by HBO may 



move their feeds from C-band to Ku-band 
r:ltellites does not mean the feeds will be 
unavailable to dish owners. Many of the new 
satellite receivers are capable of receiving 
ei ther C-pand ()r Ku-band signals, it said. 

"at's more, regardless of what satellite fre
lcies they are using, programers will 

,e the same incentive to serve dish own
ers. "It se~ms unlikely that HBO's move to 
Ku band, or that of any programer, would 
cause it to cede a potentially lucrative mar
ket to others," ·it said. 0 

Simon introduces 
TV violence bill 
Senator Paul Simon (D-Ill.) reintroduced a 
bill last week aimed at curbing violence on 
TV. The measure is virtually identical to one 
Simon introduced in the last Congress. 

"The evidence is overwhelming: Violence 
on television has a harmful effect on view
ers' attitudes and behavior, and especially on 
children," Simon said in a statement accom
panying his bill. At the close of the 99th 
Congress, ~imon's bill was adopted by a 
voice vote in the Senate but failed to move 
out of the House Judiciary Committee. The 
measure has been referred to the Senate's 
Antitrust Subcommittee, chaired by Howard 
Metzenbaum (D-Ohio), who is also a co
sponsor. 

Under the Simon bill, representatives of 
the three television networks, program pro
ducers, network affiliate organizations, and 

. presidents of the National Cable Televi
Association, the Association of Inde-

.dent Television Stations, the National 
Association of Broadcasters, and the Motion 
Picture Association of American, or their 
designees, would be exempt from antitrust 
laws so they could meet to draft and dissemi
nate voluntary guidelines to suppress televi
sion violence. (The only change in the new 
version of the bill is that network affiliates 
were added to the group.) The antitrust ex
emption would expire after three years. 

"Any suggested guidelines drawn by the 
industry could be voluntarily adopted by lo
cal broadcasters and other industry mem
bers," Simon said. Furthermore, he pointed 
out, the bill excludes boycotts from the ex
emption, "making it clear that we are not 
encouraging coercion." 0 

Belt-tightening 
at USIA and BIB 
Authorization approved by House 
Foreign Affairs Committee puts 
1988 budget below 1987 allocations 

The House Foreign Affairs Committee last 
'-'~ek initiated the U.S. Information Agency 

"he Board for International Broadcasting 
;le world of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. 

II adopted an authorization measure that lim
its those agencies to spending levels at or 
below those of 1987. One consequence is 
that neither will be given new funds to con
tinue modernizing its broadcasting facilities 

Family affair. One college student with an un
usual vantage on telecommunications policy 
is Susan Quello, granddaughter of FCC Com
missioner James H. Quello, who on assign
ment from the University of Detroit interviewed 
the commissioner and a number of his Wash
ington colleagues. The resulting article, made 
available to BROADCASTING, quotes Quello voic
ing support for a bill introduced by Represen
tatives Tom Tauke (R-Iowa) and Billy Tauzin (0-
La.) that would eliminate comparative 
renewal. "Excellent legislation correcting a 
much abused process," says Quello. "Merits 
the support of all broadcasters and fair-mind
ed legislators if, in return, demands on broad
casters as license trustees are reasonable." 

Quello also endorses a bill introduced by 
Representative AI Swift (D-Wash.) to resurrect Two generations of Quellos at INlV 
the FCC's antitrafficking rule, which required buyers to retain a station for three years 
before selling. 

Moreover, he makes clear that he believes there are limits to what should be broadcast 
over the airwaves. "If obscenity on the air is proven, we should nail somebody with a 
license revocation proceeding or a $10,000 fine," Quello says. "I'm a strong journalistic 
First Amendment advocate, but our founding fathers didn't guarantee freedom of speech 
for this repulsive purpose. FCC action would have a much needed deterrent on smut on 
the air." 

And he also offers a bit of TV criticism. Says Quello of ABC's mini-series, Amerika: "In a 
free society we allow all types of social expression or TV productions. Networks and 
reporters even have the right to be wrong as long as they are not deliberately malicious or 
obscene. On a scale of one to 10, I give Amerika a weak four as a socially significant TV 
production." 

in the next fiscal year, even though that is a 
project Congress regularly endorses. And in 
what appears to be a demonstration of a lack 
of confidence in USIA director Charles Z . 
Wick, the committee earmarked some funds 
in the USIA authorization measure for spe
cific purposes-the Voice of America and 
VOA Europe, among them-to prevent him 
from shifting those funds to other USIA ac
counts. The committee also denied USIA the 
additional funds requested for Worldnet, the 
international television network that is 
Wick's favorite project. 

USIA is in the authorization measure for 
$820 million in 1988, and $919 million in 
1989. The 1988 figure is $11 million more 
than Congress appropriated in unrestricted 
funds in the current year-but $6 million 
less if a supplemental appropriation bill ap
proved last week by the House Appropri
ations Committee is included in the 1987 
figure. "The total [for 1988] is a disaster," 
said one USIA official on surveying the For
eign Affairs Committee's handiwork. The 
BIB, which funds and oversees the operation 
of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, is in 
the bill for $170,600,000 in 1988, about the 
level it would receive in 1987 if a $33-mil
lion supplemental measure, approved by the 
House Appropriations Committee, makes its 
way through Congress. The supplemental is 
needed to make up for a severe currency
exchange loss. Without it, BIB says, it 
would literally run out of money in July. The 
Foreign Affairs Committee approved a 
$219,424,000 authorization for BIB in 
1989. "We'll have no operational problems 
in 1988 and 1987," said a BIB official. 

But the modernization programs of both 
agencies would be slowed, if not halted. The 
Foreign Affairs Committee, in a demonstra
tion of the seriousness with which it ap
proached its task of keeping within budget-
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mandated guidelines, would authorize no 
new funds for the project long heralded as 
essential to overhaul and replace obsolete 
equipment. BIB had hoped for $41 million 
to complete a $77-million program of refur
bishing its transmitters and associated sys
tems. The committee decided BIB would 
wait another year for the money. And the 
USIA would receive none of the $90 million 
the administration is seeking in 1988 as part 
of the VOA's $1.3-billion, multiyear mod
ernization program; the committee approved 
$66 million for the project in 1989. But 
USIA has $142 million in unobligated mod
ernization funds from prior years that it can 
spend. So the program need not be put on 
hold until 1989. 

All told, $192,852,000 would be autho
rized for the Voice of America. And the bill 
has been written in a way to insure the funds 
are spent as the committee prefers. Even 
VOAlEurope, one of the smallest items in 
the bill at $3 million in 1988 and $3.1 mil
lion in 1989, would be protected. The com
mittee has shown more regard for the ser
vice, aimed at Europe's post World War II 
generation, than Wick, who helped bring it 
into being two years ago but whose enthusi
asm for the project has waned. Another ser
vice for which funds have been specified is 
Radio Broadcasting to Cuba (Radio Marti), 
$12,652,000 in 1988 and $13.2 million in 
1989. The bulk of the protected VOA ac
count comprises salaries and expenses
$177.2 million in 1988 and $184.3 million 
in 1989. The bill specifies that the funds 
appropriated shall not be available for any 
purpose other than the Voice of America. 

Representative Dan Mica (D-Fla.), chair
man of the International Operations Sub
committee, which marked up the bill on 
Tuesday before referring it to the full com
mittee on Wednesday, did not try to restrain 
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I. 

STATEMENT OF 
COMMISSIONER JAMES H. QUELLO 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND FINANCE 
MAY II, 1988 

Framing the Debate: Must Carry is Essential for the Public 
Interest 

I applaud the efforts of the Subcommittee ~n reviewing the 

operational progress of the 1984 Cable Communications Policy 

Act. There have been profound changes in the communications 

marketplace. Since 1984. the fundamental relationship between 

broadcasting and cable has been drastically altered as a result 

of decisions by both the Commission and the courts. Full review 

is clearly warranted. 

One issue transcends all others in importance 1n assuring 

the public's access to diverse information sources. That issue 

is must carry. The absence of must carry for local broadcast 

stations will have a profound -- indeed potentially catastrophic 

-- effect on the flow of information in our society. What is at 

stake 1S the survival of free over-the-air television. Without 

must carry. information about your local community will. be 

reduced to the status of a commodity. Those fortunate enough to 

be able to afford cable's unregulated rates for basic service 

will have access to those signals that cable operators deem 

appropriate. Those unable to afford these prices will be forced 

to rely on off-air reception. However. the viability of local 
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over-the-air broadcasting will depend to some extent on the 

ability of a station to secure carriage on local cable systems. 

As cable penetration increases" lack of carriage will 

dramatically affect a station's ability to reach its local 

audience. Without access to a significant portion of its 

community, a station's revenue stream will decline. The result 

is diminished public service and significant adverse impact on 

those who do not subscribe to cable. Absent must carry, our 

population will be denied access to vital information about its 

local communities. Cable television -- now a monopoly 

bottleneck for video product -- will have the power to set the 

social and political agenda of this country without any 

government obligation to serve the public interest. 

II. Review of 1984 Cable Act should include consideration of 
the lack of must carry protection. 

Review of the 1984 Cable Communications Policy Act and the 

must carry debate are inextricably linked. The importance 

accorded must carry by the Congress can be found in the 

legislative history of the 1984 Cable Communications Policy Act. 

When enacting Section 624(f), which limits the authority of the 

FCC and local franchise authorities from adopting new content 

based regulations, the House Report stated expressly, 

"Regulations which relate to the content of cable service and 
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( 47 C. F • R. § 7 6 • 5 1 ,g!_~,g.9..!..)."! 

Re,taining the must carry rules 1n 1984 created a delicate 

balance between fostering the growth of cable and preserving the 

structure of local broadcasting. The Communications Committee 

Report stated ~ 

"At the same time, in adopting this legislation, the 
Committee is concerned that Federal law not provide the 
cable industry with an unfair competitive advantage in the 
delivery of video programming. House Rept. No. 98-934, 
98th Cong."Z 

It seems clear that the existence of our former must carry rules 

was an important part of the balance struck by the Congress in 

enacting the 1984 Cable Communications Policy Act. I believe 

the competitive balance created by the Act provides an 

independent justification for the reinstitution of permanent 

must carry rules. Because the lack of carriage adversely 

affects the economic viability of local broadcast stations, the 

number of off-air signals available in a community may be 

reduced significantly in the near future. Under the 

Commission's own rules, however, the ability of a local 

community to regulate cable rates depends on the number of 

!/ House Rept. No. 98-934, 98th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 70 (Aug. 
1, 1984). 

£/ 1&. at 22-23. 
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off-air signals available in the local community.l Thus, the 

potential consequences of no must carry ra~ses vital questions 

regarding th~ status of effective competition between 

broadcasting and cable television. 

The Cable Communications Act of 1984 was enacted with must 

carry in place and before cable started aggressively selling 

advertising in competition with the local stations. These are 

the same local stations whose programs cable takes free of 

charge, and then charges cable subscribers monthly fees for basic 

serv~ce. Must carry was certainly a vital part of the 

legislat~ve balance when the 1984 Cable Act was adopted. 

Elimination of must carry is a compelling reason why Congress 

should revisit cable legislation. 

III. Decisions by'the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals Do Not 
Preclude Congressional Enactment of Must Carry 
Ilegulations. 

The Commission has maintained must carry rules s~nce the 

infancy of the cable television industry. The rules defined the 

relationship between cable and over-the-air broadcasting. Our 

1/ Under'the Commission's rules implementing the 1984 Cable 
Act, local franchising authorities do not regulate the rates of 
basic cable service if there are at least three off-air 
broadcast signals covering a local cable community. The 
Commission has determined that the "three signal standard" is an 
adequate measure of effective competition in the cable industry. 
~~~ ~~~QnQ_S~QQI1_~nQ_QIQ~I_ImQl~mgnling_£~Ql~_£Qmm~ni~~liQn~ 
~~1, MM Docket 84-1296, FCC 88-128 (released April 29, 1988). 

v ...... 
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rules promoted the statutory policy of localism by insuring that 

broadcast stations had access to the communities they were 

licensed to serve. I believe our must carry rules played a 

major role in the development df independent UHF television. 

Carriage on cable systems reduced the signal disadvantages of 

UHF television as compared with VHF signals. Cable carriage 

also guaranteed a receivable signal in mountainous regions and 

in thousands of small towns and rural areas where reception is 

often difficult. It is self evident that the rules served a 

substantial public and government interest. 

Despite the important policy objectives of the rules, the 

U • s . Circuit Court of Appeals 1n 

that the rules constituted an improper infringement on the first 

amendment rights of cable operators. The Court criticized the 

Commission for not producing evidence to support its theory that 

local broadcasting would be injured absent local carriage 

rules.~ The court did not rule that the Commission's goal of 

promoting localism was not a substantial government interest. 

The Court stated: 

We reiterate that this case has not required us to decide 
whether, as an abstract proposition, the preservation of 
free, local television service qualifies as a substantial 
and important governmental interest. We hold only that in 
the particular circumstances of this constitutional 

~/ 768 F.2d 1434 (D.C. Cir. 1985). 

if I d. at 1457. 
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challenge the Commission has failed adequately to 
demonstrate that an unregulated cable industry poses a 
serious threat to local broadcasting and, more particularly, 
that the must-carry rul e s in fact serve to alleviate that 
threat. Should the Commission move beyond its " more or less 
intuitive model," as it clearly has the capacity to do, we 
w 0 u 1 d bee x t rem ely h e sit a il t : t 0 sec 0 n d - g u e s sit sex per t 
judgment.~ 

Moreover, the Court did not hold that all forms of must carry 

rules were unconstitutional. In fact, the Court invited the 

Commission to attempt to re-craft its rule. I Despite my 

objection, the Commission did not appeal the case to the Supreme 

Court. 

After much Congressional prodding and an historic industry 

agreement, the Commission crafted a new set of must carry 

I 
rules.§ The rules were not as broad as our original ~ules and 

did not require carriage of all local signals. The rules were 

to sunset in five years. However, the Commission substantially 

fl.1 Id. at 1459. 

II The Court stated: 

We stress that we have not found it necessary to decide 
whether any version of the mandatory carriage would 
contravene the First Amendment. Should the 
Commission wish to recraft the rules in a manner more 
sensitive to the First Amendment concerns we outline today, 
it is of course free to do so. We would consider the 
constitutionality of that effort at the appropriate time. 

14 . a t 1 4 6 3 . 

~I £~LLi~g~_Qi_I~1~yi~iQn_~LQs4£s~~_~ign~1~, 1 FCC Rcd 864 
(1986), L~~Qn~_gLsQl~4_iQ_Q~L~' 2 FCC Red 3593 (1987). 
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changed its justification. It no longer justified the rules on 

localism, but stated that the rules were necessary until cable 

subscribers learned how to use an A/B switch and install an 

outdoor antenna. Unfortunately ~ the regulations were struck 

down again by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of 

time the Court stated: 

[FCC's] arguments in this case leave us unconvinced that the 
new must carry rules are necessary to advance any 
substantial governmental interest, so as to justify an 
incidental infringement of speech under the test set forth 
in Qni!~4_~!~!~~_y~_Q~~Ii~n 391 U.S. 367 (1968).!~ 

I believe a flawed or miscalculated rationale in the 

Commission's Order adopting the must carry compromise bears 

primary responsibility for the adverse court decision. The 

Commission never provided a sufficient justification to support 

the new compromise must carry rules. This is precisely why I 

issued separate statements when we adopted the new must carry 

rules.!! 

I believe we should have justified the rules on our 

• 
established public interest and localism policies enunciated in 

2/ 835 F.2d (D.C. Cir. 1987), ~l~Iifi~Q 837 F.2d 517 (D.C. Cir. 
1988) • 

lQ/ lQ. at 293. 

11/ A copy of my separate statements are attached hereto. ~~~ 
Appendix A. 
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Section 307(b) of the Communications Act. The Commission's 

emphasis on reeducating America about the need for new outdoor 

antennas and an AlB switch was an ideal, rath~r impractical 

solution that wasn't destined to carry the day in court. Our 

best trial lawyer argued the case but with a no win legal game 

plan adopted the Commission. 

For some ideological reason difficult to fathom, the 

Commission majority obstinately and with considerable 

craftsmanship avoided or de-emphasized Section 307(b), localism, 

and the public trustee concept that broadcasters are licensed by 

the government to serve their community in the public interest, 

convenience and necessity. With this approach, overwhelming 

arguments demonstrating substantial, even critical, government 

interests were minimized or deleted from the FCC rationale. 

Is there a substantial government interest 1n must carry? 

The record 1n the must carry proceeding contains a strong letter 

to the FCC signed by all 28 of the Congressmen, Republican and 

Democrat, on the Communications Subcommittee urging the FCC to 

craft must carry.!~ This unprecedented congressional interest 

represents the strongest type of government interest: Who 

represents government interest more than the duly elected 

A copy of the letter 1S attached. ~gg Appendix B. 
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representatives of the people? The letter constituted the first 

time in my 13-1/2 years experience at the FCC that I have seen a 

letter urging FCC action signed by every member of the 

Communications Subcommittee. 

Also 1S there an independent substantial government 

interest in assuring public broadcasters access to the local 

community? 

provide a distinctive, separate service. It is funded by the 

federal and, in many cases, state governments. Yet, the 

National Association of Public Television Stations informs me 

that over 100 stations have been dropped by cable systems. In 

addition, over 100 public stations have had their channels 

repositioned and some have been forced to share channel space 

with another program service.!1 I will concede some extenuating 

circumstances for some cable systems, but overall the effect has 

been harmful. Public stations feel and are desperately 

threatened by no must carry. They should not have to depend 

upon plea bargaining or the generosity of a local cable company 

to reach the audience they are officially licensed by the 

government to serve. Substantial or predominant government 

interest? How can anyone say nol 

11/ See Letter from David J. Brugger, President, National 
Association of Public Television Stations to the Honorable John 
D. Dingell, Chairman, Energy and Commerce Committee (March 29, 
1988) • 
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There are those who have argued that the Qgin~Y and ~gn!gIY 

cases preclude the reestablishment of must carry rules. 

Specifically, some have alleged that these cases foreclose th~ 

use of localism as a substantial government interest that would 

justify some form of must carry protection. 

A close reading of the cases, however, reveals that Congress 

1S not foreclosed from using the public interest standard, 

expressed through our localism policies, as the basis for 

permanent must carry protection. Indeed, the ~gn!gIY court 

stated: 

We do not suggest that must carry rules are Q~I ~~ 
unconstitutional and we certainly do not mean to intimate 
that the FCC may not regulate the cable industry so as to 
advance substantial government interests. But when 
trenching on First Amendment interests, even incidentally, 
the government must be able to adduce ~i!hgI_~mQiIi~~l 
support or ~!_l~~~!_~QgnQ_Ig~~I*ing on behalf of its 
measures. [emphasis suppliedJ--

It is obvious that both the Qgin~Y and ~~n!gIY Courts were 

critical of the Commission's failure to establish a substantial 

government interest sufficient to justify must carry regulations 

against a First Amendment challenge. In the Qgin~Y case the 

Court asked the Commission for evidence to support its policy 

concerns that localism would be harmed without must carry.!~ 

!~/ ~gn!gIY_IgQgI~l_~Qmmgni~~!iQn~_~QI~~_X~_I~~, 835 F.2d 
at 304. 

!~/ It should be noted that the must carry portion of our 
original signal carriage requirements was not justified solely 
of the basis that the rules were necessary to ensure the 
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Unfortunately. the Commission in the subsequent proceeding 

decided to misconstrue evidence in the record that would have 

supported this rational and completely changed its justification 

for carriage rules to a weaker. , less compelling rationale. 

Given this change in rationale. the Court's decision in £gg1g~y 

was predictable~ 

The task confronting the Congress, therefore, is to provide 

local carriage obligations in the face of a First Amendment 

challenge. Assertions that the courts have precluded us from 

acting a~e not substantiated by a careful reading of the court's 

decisions. They are counterproductive and merely demonstrate an 

over persistant reliance on an unregulated marketplace for 

solving complex communications problems. 

12/ Continued 
economic viability of local broadcasters. Instead, these rules 
were based primarily on the concern that cable subscribers would 
be denied access to local over the air signals. thereby 
undermining our table of allocations. ri~~1_EgQQ~1_~gQ~Q~Qg~ 
f~!Y_~gl~~. 38 F.C.C. 683, 705 (1965); ~g~QgQ_~gQQ~1_~n4_Q~Qg~. 
2 F.C.C.2d 725. 736 (1966). Unfortunately. the Court of Appeals 
in Qgin~Y did not recognize this subtle, but important 
distinction. A review of the case reveals that the court linked 
must carry. which was based primarily on notions of access to 
local signals, to economic viability of broadcasting. ~gg 

Qgin£Y_£~Qlg_!Y_ln£~_Y~_rff, 768 F.2d at 1455-1456. However, 
the economic viability arguments served as the primary 
justification for the non duplication portion of our original 
rules, not the rules requiring local signal carriage. 
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I believe there is an undeniable government interest Ln 

making certain that television stations licensed by the 

government to serve the public interest continue to have access 

to the public they are licensed' and required to serve. I 

believe the obligation to serve the local community is mandated 

by the Communications Act and by the Commission's allocation of 

channels to local communities across this nation. I don't 

believe any monopoly or semi-monopoly transmission pipeline 

should be able to prevent or obstruct the licensed station's 

local serVLce to the public. 

The failure to demonstrate a substantial governmental 

interest was due to a flawed FCC rationale that didn't develop 

the many practical government interest arguments. Also, a 

legally well-qualified court with authority to overrule the FCC, 

suffered from lack of practical knowledge or experience in the 

real TV and cable commercial marketplace. In my opinion, the 

121 Con tin u e d 

The incorrect focus of the Qgig£y Court's analysis is 
further evidenced by its reliance on the Commission's ~£QgQmi£ 
InggiIy_SgQQI1, 71 F.C.C.2d 632 (1979). In that report, the 
Commission found that cable did not pose an economic threat to 
broadcasting. However, the report was concerned primarily with 
the competitive ramifications of the Commission's distant signal 
carriage rules. The Report did not address the fundamental 
question of access to local signals as compelled by Section 
307(b) of the Act. 

Therefore, the Court's admonishment that the Commission 
failed to question its "speculative premises" is misplaced. The 
Qgin£Y Court's analysis would be correct had the Commission 
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court decision perpetrated a gross marketplace inequity on 

broadcasters providing a free service to the pubic. 

I believe the dr~stically changed circumstances of no must 

carry require that Congress, in all fairness, reconsider and 

revisit the Cable Communications Act to restore balance to the 

marketplace. Congress should do this not to please 

broadcasters, but to serve the public with assured free TV and 

to correct a gross miscalculation caused by FCC ideological 

avoidance of Section 307(b), the public trustee concept and 

localism -- the principal factors necessary to developing 

12./ Continued 
justified its local signal carriage obligations solely on 
competitive grounds. However, the Commission's rules were 
premised on fundamental Section 307(b) principles, that cable 
subscribers should have access to local over-the-air broadcast 
signals. 

The importance of the argument is that justifying must carry 
rules on the basis of localism-access-public interest does not 
require a showing of "harmful" economic impact to broadcasters 
in order to substantiate the important government interest 
involved. The Commission compounded the Court's error by 
failing to appeal the case to the Supreme Court. Because the 
Commission changed its rationale in adopting its new must carry 
rules, the f~g!g~y Court never addressed this issue. 
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substantial government interest. In this regard, it should be 

noted that the Supreme Court has not had the opportunity to 

review our must carry rules. Given recent statements, however, 

there is every reason-~o believ~ the Court would uphold carriage 

obligations based on localism.!~ Moreover, there is also the 

question of whether the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals used 

l~/ In Qni1gQ_§1~1g~_Y~_§QQ1h~~~1~In_g~~lg_gQ~, 392 u.S. 157 
(1968), the Supreme Court upheld the Commission's jurisdiction 
over cable stating: 

The Commission has been charged with broad responsibilities 
for the £~QgI1Y_Qgygl£E~ga1_Qi_~n_~EE~QEIi~1g_~Y~1g~_Qi 
1££~1_1g1gYi~iQn_~~Q~Q£~~1in~. The significance of its 
efforts can scarcely be exaggerated, for broadcasting is 
demonstrably a principal source of information and 
entertainment for a great part of the Nation's population. 
The Commission has reasonably found that the successful 
performance of these duties demands prompt and efficacious 
regulation of community antenna television systems. 
[emphasis supplied] 

IQ~ at 177. ~gg ~l~Q, g~Ei1~1_gi1ig~_g~~lg_ln£~_y~_gIi~Q, 467 
u.s. 691, 714 (1984); rgg_Y~_MiQ~~~1_YiQ~Q_g£~Q~, 440 u.s. 689, 
706 n.16 (1979); Qni1~Q_§1~1g~_Y~_MiQ~g~1_YiQgQ_gQIQ£I~1i£n, 406 
u.s. 649, 669-670 (1972). As these cases demonstrate, the 
Supreme Court appears to view the traditional Section 307(b) 
justifications for signal carriage obligations in a favorable 
light. While the Court has not squarely addressed the question 
of whether localism, would constitute a substantial government 
interest in the context of must carry, these cases suggest that 
the Supreme Court would consider it far more favorably than the 
D.C. Circuit. 

Of course, Congress 1S obviously free to craft must carry 
rules that are designed to support some other articulated 
government interest. For example, legislation that would link 
must carry obligations with the compulsory copyright. §gg 
H.R. 4293, 100 Cong., 2d Sess. (1988). I support this proposal 
and believe it would pass constitutional muster. 
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correct First Amendment analysis.!I 

Finally, the Courts give greater deference to Congressional 

statements and factual findings~ as compared to administrative 

agencies, when reviewing policy justifications in the context of 

a constitutional challenge. In short, the Courts would give 

great weight to Congressional findings that could correct the 

Commission's approach in the must carry orders.!~ Therefore, 

Congress is not foreclosed from crafting local carriage 

obligations that will withstand judicial review. 

The Courts' decisions eliminating must carry are potentially 

disastrous for free television service to the public and for 

local broadcast service in the public interest. The potential 

111 There is a legitimate question whether the Court of Appeals 
in both Q~in£Y and ~~n~gKY applied the correct First Amendment 
test. In this regard, the Court appears to have misapplied the 
Q~~Ki~n standard when reviewing the must carry rules. The 
court's application of the Q~~Ki~n standard is far more strict 
than the Supreme Court cases employing the same standard of 
Firs t Amendment review. li~~ ~~g~, £i~Y_Qi_~~n~Qn_Y~_~l~Y~i~~ 
Ih~~!~K~~_ln£~, 475 u.S. 41 (1986); Qni~~~_li~~~~~_Y~_~l£~I!ini, 
105 S~Ct. 2897 (1985); ~l~Kk_Y~_~Q~~~ni~Y_!QK_~K~~!iY~_~Qn 
YiQl~n£~, 468 u.S. 288 (1984). While the Solicitor General does 
not believe this issue merits review by the Supreme court, I 
continue to believe that Congressional action is justified. At 
the very least, the above analysis demonstrates that Congress LS 

not constitutionally precluded from adopting must carry 
legislation based on a localism, public interest rationale. 

1~1 Great weight is accorded to decisions of Congress even 
though legislation implicates constitutional rights. li~~ 

~Ql~~£i~_~£Q~~£~~~ing_liY~!~~_ln£~_Y~_I~£, 412 u.S. 94, 102 
(1973); IgllilQY~_Y~_Kl~!~ni£k, 448 u.S. 448, 491 (1980). 
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harm could usurp the FCC's orderly channel allocation to provide 

community service and lower the quality of service to the public 

IV. Lack of Must Carry Creates a Cle~r And Present Danger to 
Free, Local Over-tbe-Air Television Service. 

THere should be little doubt that the continued 

viability of independent stations that provide local 

constitute a substantial government interest. A&~in~_ 

It is beyond question that increasing the number of 

diverse, local broadcasts is consistent, indeed compelled, by 

the Communications Act. Twenty-three independent stations are 

now in Chapter 11. The trend is growing. Is it caused by no 

must carry? No, not completely and in some cases not at all. 

But the mere threat of no must carry is a contribut.ing cause. 

Banks are reluctant to lend money to stations with no assurance 

f . 19 o carr~age.-- Will the independent stations' viability be 

threatened by no must carry or even by the power of a cable 

12/ For example, WCVX-TV, Martha's Vineyard, MA, was unable to 
secure carriage to a substantial portion of its viewing area. 
Ultimately its largest creditor took over the station. The 
single largest factor forcing the bank to foreclose was the 
station's inability to access the vast majority of cable 
subscribers. ~~~ I~~~_!~l~yi~i£n_QnQ~~_~i~&~~ __ !NIY, May 1988 
at 11. 
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company to inflict no must carry at any time? The answer has to 

be a resounding yes. To any practical businessman, or to any 

fair-minded body, no must carry or the threat of it can only 

aggravate an already economical~y pressed local independent 

service. 

There is an increasingly strong incentive for cable to drop 

local broadcast signals. Cable operators are now aggressively 

competing with broadcasters for the advertising dollars that 

support free programming available to the public on TV stations. 

Carriage is no longer an issue of having sufficient channel 

capacity. The incentive not to carry local stations is purely 

economic; it is the ability to deny carriage to local stations 

and preclude access to their local audience in order to obtain a 

competitive advantage. According to authoritative sources, 

cable advertising revenues in 1987 were over a ~illiQn 

&Qll~I~ -- and cable advertising is a relatively new phenomenon 

with great future growth. One study projects cable advertising 

revenue growth at a compound annual rate of 18.5%.ZQ 

Specifically, the competition for local advertising dollars is 

growing and will become more intense in the future. National 

spot sales on cable television have increased from 3 million in 

1983 to 12.5 million in 1988.Z! Cable has increased its local 

lQ/ Varonis, Suhler & Associates, l~h_Anng~l~ __ £Q~~gni~~!iQn~ 
In&g~~Iy_S~£QI! (1987) at 23. 

ll/ £h~Qn~l~, May 1988 at 74 citing data from Paul Kagan 
Associates, Inc. 
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spot from 47 million ~n 1983 to 338.5 million in 1988, an 

in£K~~~~_Qi_QY~K_ilQ_Q~K£~ll!.ZZ The growth ~n local advertising 

revenues prompted at least one cable executive to exclaim: 

But the big s tor yin the 1 a 's t yea r is t hat we are b rea kin g 
through to the major local advertisers. We're starting to 
get our message across to the ad agencies handlinj these 
ace 0 u n t s • We' r e q 0 in g aft e r the s e rio usb u c k s • " Z_ 

The Commission simply failed to adequately assess the 

competitive impact of competition for local advertising dollars 
I 

at the time it issued its most recent must carry orders. 

Knowledge about an AlB switch would never repair the damage 

caused ~y no must carry. Indeed, cable has only begun to 

11 S era t c h. the sur f ace" 0 f t his rev e'n u est rea m • As systems mature 

and penetration levels off, systems will turn increasingly to 

advertising for revenues. The incentive to deny carriage to 

local stations is a logical, rational and, without must carry, a 

legal business strategy. 

The potential scenario for a no must carry communications 

market is nothing but disastrous for a free local broadcast 

service and eventually for continued free local news, major 

sports events and fine quality programs. Let's consider this 

very possible operating scenario for an aggressive, but very 

legitimate, cable operator. This scenario would be completely 

ZII £h~llll~l~, May 1988 at 72, quoting, Ron Fischmann, Vice 
President, Cable Advertising Bureau. 
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legal under the court's inequitable marketplace decision on "no 

must carry." 

Take any large or medium size television market. Given 

current penetration rates, assume it is 50% penetrated by cable. 

First, the cable operator could originate, not merely 

retransmit, local news and public affairs. This could be 

accomplished without any public interest requirements -- without 

any FCC accountability or limitations. Because the cable 

transmission pipeline into the home does not require broadcast 

spectrum, traditional public interest responsibilities found in 

broadcasting may not be legally imposed. 

With its own local CNN type news and some public affairs 

service ~n place, the cable system would be ~n a better position 

to attract local advertising, while at the same time having the 

legal £Q~~£ to drop most of the competing local TV signals. 

Cable operators would only be restrained by their own 

calculation on how many to drop and how much advertising profit 

they could accumulate without causing a public outcry or a 

Congressional uproar.Z! 

~~/ This scenario is not fictional. WLIG, Channel 55 
Riverhead, New York, is the only commercial television station 
licensed to serve Long Island. The cable system serving a major 
portion of WLIG's audience refuses to carry the station. The 
cable system has begun a 24 hour a day local news service and is 
aggressively selling local advertising spots. ~~~: b~ll~£ 
Marvin R. Chauvin, Vice President & General Manager, WLIG, April 
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Cable would have the power to drop local independents and 

replace them with distant signals thereby providing subscribers 

with their favorite "broadcast" or pay shows. Perhaps as an act 

of statesmanship or charity. th~y W9u~d continue to carry some 

of the struggling. least competitive local independents. Cable 

also would have the legal right to droR local network affiliates 

and import networks from othe~ cities.Z~ This could be promoted 

as broadening the service. The result? The most productive and 

profitable semi-monopoly imaginable! You would have a cable 

audience monopoly in 50% the television market. With most of 

the local stations locked out and with cable ostensibly 

providing its own comprehensive local news. advertisers would be 

forced to spend a major portion of their advertising and 

marketing budgets on cable. Without cable. the advertiser would 

be locked out of 50% of the most attractive portion of the 

market -- those able to afford cable which consists of the 

wealthier audience with upward mobility and more spendable 

income. 

'6.!!/ Continued 
7. 1988. In addition. it is alleged that WCVX-TV. Marthas 
Vinegard. MA. was denied carriage on a cable system in part 
because the system had developed its own local news show and 
viewed WCVX as a competitor for local advertising. ~gg EIgg 
I~1£yieiQg_Qll4£I_~i£g~~ __ !liIY. May 1988 at 11. 

'6.2/ There has been at least one situation where a local network 
affiliate has been repositioned off a cable system's basic tier, 
while the system has imported a distant affiliate. The local 
affiliate failed to assert network non-duplication protection 
for fear that it would be dropped entirely. 
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With huge advertising revenues cable could well afford the 

reasonable current copyright fees for importing distant signals. 

Cable would thus be in the enviable position of having the best 

of all worlds fees from subscribers, dramatically increased 

revenues from advertisers, no public interest obligation or 

government accountability. It all spells huge profits with 

unregulated monopoly powerl 

Then, too, cable with its lock on the higher income TV 

audience and with the power to charge for both cable service and 

advertising, could easily outbid broadcasters for major sports 

events and the most attractive entertainment programs. In 

addition, vertical integration in the cable industry has been 

increasing, with large multiple system operators owning 

significant portions of the programming serv~ces they 

distribute. Like any monopolist with concentration of control, 

cable can practically dictate the price to be paid.~~ 

Installation of an AlB switch might allow over-the-air 

signals into the television household. However, with cable 

systems providing local ~~Qlg news and the availability of 36 to 

104 channels, the incentive to install an AlB switch and pay 

over one hundred dollars for a new antenna would be negligible. 

'l:..§.1 .§.gg "Is Cable Cornering the Market," !g~~LXQ!:k_!i!!!~.§., 
April 17, 1988 p. IF. 
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In many areas of the country. both urban and rural , off-air 

reception is difficult if not impossible. Many local zoning 

ordinances do not allow outdoor ' antennas. An AlB switch is 

useless 1n these areas. Both the NAB and NCTA questioned the 

efficacy of the AlB switch in our must carry proceeding. 

ideal world everyone would have a convenient workable AlB 

switch. In a practical world. why bother? 

In an 

With no access to the cable half of the market. local 

stations. specifically licensed by the government to serve the 

community. will suffer decreased audiences and greatly reduced 

revenues. The inevitable result? Many local stations will not 

have the economic viability to continue comprehensive or quality 

local service. Without must carry local program choices will 

diminish. diversity of broadcast ownership will be threatened 

and in some cases disappear. The real losers are people who 

cannot afford cable's deregulated rates and homes that do not 

have access to cable. Citizens relying exclusively on off-air 

service will be devastated. The FCC's longtime. assiduous 

allocation of broadcast spectrum to serve the public interest 

would be disrupted or nullified. This is speculation at this 

point. but without must carry or upwardly revised copyright fees 

for all programs, cable has not only the legal right. but also 

the ~Q~~£ to make it happen. 
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Cable's ability to flex its muscle in the market place is 

already being exercised. Despite recent warnings by leaders of 

the cable industry to tread lightly on the must carry issue, the 

behavior of numerous cable operators demonstrates their power to 

control the destiny of local broadcasters. The record before 

the Commission in its must carry proceeding demonstrated that 

cable won't hesitate to drop local broadcast signals.~I Cable 

systems have demonstrated their capacity to ~~£Q~i!iQg broadcast 

stations to less desirable channel positions in order to enhance 

the v{ewing of cable programming or distant broadcast signals. 

Even where carriage or channel position are provided, cable 

operators often attempt to extract large sums of money. For 

example. a CBS affiliate, WKBT La Cross, Wisconsin was almost 

moved from channel 3 to channel 26 on the Eau Claire, Wisconsin 

cable system. The system offered to keep WKBT on channel 3 ~n 

exchange for $25,000 per-year cash. WTGS in Savannah, GA, has 

entered into an agreement which requires it to pay $24,000 in 

cash and $10,000 in advertising per-year in order to obtain 

carriage. WAYK, Orlando-Melbourne is being charged $35,000 for 

access to its home town of Melbourne. At one point, it was 

£2/ The inability to secure carriage apparently continues 
today. For example, WPGX-TV, Panama City, FL; WVFT-TV, 
Roanoke/Lynchburg; WTTV, Bloomington, IN; WPMT-York, PA; WAWA, 
Rome, GA; WAYK-TV, Orlando, FL ; WFMP, Lawrence, MA; WLIG-TV, 
Riverhead, NY; WHCT, Hartford, CT and many others continue to 
have problems being carried on various cable systems in their 
areas. 
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offered carriage ~n Orlando for $1 million per-year. A recent 

statement filed by the Association of Independent Television 

Stations documents over 40 cases of cable operators dropping, 

repositioning or demanding paym~nt from local television 

stations.~~ I have received letters from various broadcasters 

further documenting these abuses. 

I believe the abuses occurring today are just the "tip of 

the iceberg". These activities come at a time when the cable 

industry is just beginning to recognize the importance of local 

advertising. In addition, the leaders of the industry have been 

statesmen 1n attempting to keep the industry from abusing itls 

new found power. Experience tells me that the natural 

competitive incentives will not be restrained forever. As soon 

as the political spotlight shifts from the cable industry, its 

unbridled power will be brought to bear. 

Under existing conditions, cable dominance is likely 1n due 

time. It will lead to a bonanza for lawyers filing restraint of 

trade and antitrust suits. From a policy perspective, we should 

not wait until local broadcasters are filing for bankruptcy 

before taking action. 
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As previously stated, there is a substantial government 

interest in ensuring the survival of our public television 

system. Over the years, the federal government has spent 

hundreds of millions of dollars establishing a television system 

that is insulated from private com~etitive pressures. Tbe most 

significant problem confronting public television today is 

adequate funding. As the former Chairman of the Temporary 

Commission on Alternative Financing for Public 

Telecommunications, I can attest to the difficulties public 

stations have in securing non-government funds. The dropping of 

.a public television station by a cable system can have enormous 

impact on a station's revenues. Mr. David Brugger, President of 

the National Association of Public Television Stations explained 

in a recent letter. 

Every drop by a cable system of a public television station 
is harmful to the public television station. To illustrate 
this point we have enclosed a sample of letters from cable 
subscribers to operators complaining about cable drops or to 
public stations discontinuing financial support because they 
no longer receive the station. Tbis mail shows Americans 
angered by their inability to view the very public 
television that their tax dollars help to pay for. It also 
shows public stations losing desperately-needed public 
contributions.Z~ 
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Given current uncertainties surrounding the levels of government 

funding for public broadcasting, declines in revenues from being 

dropped by cable operators can be devastating. Moreover, some 

advertiser supported cable networks compete with public 

television for programming. Increased cable revenues combined 

with decreases 1n funding place public television in a form of 

double jeopardy. Congress should reassert the substantial 

government interest that underlies public broadcasting and 

reinstate must carry protections for these stations. 

IV. Bo ~ust Carry Effectively Circumvents Political 
Broadcasting Regulations 

The Communications Act and Commission precedent have 

established a comprehensive system of political broadcast 

regulations. The equal opportunities rules embodied in section 

315 of the Act, reasonable access provisions for federal 

candidates found in section 312(a)(7), and personal attack and 

political editorial rules all playa significant role in the 

electoral process. Indeed, Congressional efforts to reinstate 

the fairness doctrine demonstrate its continued desire to retain 

a regulatory structure that governs the political and social 

debate of this nation. While the Commission's decision to 

eliminate the fairness doctrine has provoked considerable -

often heated - debate, there is one aspect of the discussion 

that is often overlooked. 
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Regardless of the regulatory strictures placed on local 

broadcasters, cable operators can effectively circumvent the 

process by simply not carrying the broadcast station. The 

potential danger in this scenario is not limited to the fairness 

doctrine, but also implicates the political equal opportunities 

responsibilities under section 315 of the Co~munications Act. 

Candidates that have been able to obtain access ~o local 

broad~ast stations may be unable to reach a significant portion 

of the community because of lack of carriage. Without some form 

of local signal carriage obligation, cable operators become the 

sole gatekeeper of political discussion ~n the community. 

There is certainly an incentive for cable operators to 

attempt to increase their power relative to political 

broadcasting. Cable operators are just beginning to realize the 

significance of revenues from political advertising.~Q There is 

every reason to believe cable will make significant inroads into 

the political advertising market ~n the very near future. 

Cable's monopoly transmission position in the community 

raises some troubling policy concerns absent must carry. First, 

in most communities candidates have the option of using several 

lQ / .. Hit tin gPo 1 it i cal Pay d i r t ," .£2.Ql,g_!,gl,gyi~iQ!L~1!..§.i!l,g.§..§., 
May 1, 1988 at 107. 
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separately owned television stations. With cable, however, a 

candidate has no choice, as there is generally only one cable 

operator per community. The problem is exacerbated to some 

extent because the guaranteed ~easonable access provisions of 

section 312(A)(7) of the Communications Act do not apply to 

cable.}! Candidates do have a right to secure access on public, 

educational or government access channels. However, these cable 

channels do not necessarily carry popular programming, thereby 

reducing the audience reach of the political message. Moreover, 

because cable operators are prohibited from exercising editorial 

control over the access channels, political messa~es on these 

channels do not constitute a "use" of the cable system, thereby 

avoiding obligations under section 315 of the Act.}! 

A second problem concerns the scope of section 315 as 

applied to cable. The equal opportunities provisions and the 

lowest unit rate requirements apply only to "origination 

~l/ The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 originally 
applied the reasonable access provisions of 312(a)(7) to cable 
systems. ~~~ Q~~_Qi_!IQ~Q£~~l_~nQ_g~Ql££~~l_!~£ilili£~_QY 
g~nQiQ~l~~_fQI_~gQli£_Qiii£~. 34 F.C.C.2d 510 at n.2 (1972). 
The provision was repealed, however, by the 1974 Amendments to 
the Act. ~~£ !~Q~I~l_El~£liQn_g~~~~ign_!£l_h~£QQ~£Ql~_Qi_!~I!, 
P.L. 93-443, 88 Stat. 1263 (1974). 

~l/ ~~~ A1Q~I!_~~_~~~i£ki, 60 R.R.2d 1657 (1986). (Equal 
opportunities of Section 315 apply only to channels under 
~~£lg~iy~ control of cable operator.) 
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cablecasting."ll In other words t only progr~mming originating 

on a cable television system over one or more channels and 

trigger section 315 responsibiLities. The definition excludes 

the retransmission of local television signals because the 

editorial judgment rests with the broadcaster. Because the 

broadcaster is subject to the political broadcasting rules t it 

was believed that there was no need to hold the cable operator 

accountable. 

The policy works well as long as cable operators are 

required' to fully carry local stations. Because cable operators 

were prohibited from altering or deleting any portion of the 

programs t all local signals were carried in full. Without must 

carry it appears that cable operators can selectively carry 

portions of local broadcast signals.l! Therefore t under this 

scenarLo a cable operator cant either intentionally or 

unintentionallYt delete programming that was intended by the 

~~! Section 315(f) of the Communications Act makes the equal 
opportunities doctrine applicable to CATV. Howevert the scope 
of the requirements have only been applied to origination 
cablecasting. 47 C.F.R. § 76.205. 

~~/ A selective carriage strategy has already been employed by 
several cable operators. For example a local cable operator 
threatened to drop KOKH's (Oklahoma City) coverage of the 
"Goodwill Games" if the station did not cooperate in promoting 
the cable system. A cable operator blacked out station KSAS's 
broadcast of a local college basketball game because it was also 
carried on the USA cable network. Local cable operators 
attempted to drop the WTZA's (Kingston t NY) local news. WNDS t 
DerrYt New Hampshire has had its prime-time lineup deleted and 
replaced with the Yankee Cable network by a local cable 
operators. li~~ II&~_I~l~yi~iQn_Yn£&I_lii~g&~ __ lNIYt May 1988. 
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local broadcaster to be responsive to its obligations under 

section.3.15 of the Act.l~ 

I do not believe the ~ssue should be resolved by expanding 

the scope of our political broadcasting rules and the fairness 

doctrine as applied to cable. On the contrary, given recent 

court decisions holding that content based regulations on cable 

are subject to a higher level of constitutional scrutiny as 

compared to broadcasting, then relying on the cable political 

rules is a legally risky proposition.l~ 

1~/ The only impediment to engaging in a system of selective 
carriage is the potential loss of a system's compulsory 
copyright. The 1976 Copyright Act states ' that a cable operator 
may be liable under the Act if the content of any program 
including commercial advertising or station announcements are 
willfully altered or deleted. 17 U.S.C. § 111(c)(3). While the 
provision proscribes manipulation of program content and 
adjacent advertising, it does not prevent the ££~Ql~~~ deletion 
of a program with its advertising. Moreover, it appears the 
prohibition against manipulation of program content and adjacent 
advertising applies only to signals that trigger liability under 
the compulsory copyright, 1~~~ distant signals. If, local 
signals are exempt from these restrictions, then a cable 
operator can selectively edit programming or advertising without 
risking its status under compulsory license. 

1~/ Recent court decisions have held that because cable is not 
limited by spectrum scarcity, the principles established in !~4 
bl£n_~£Q~4£~~!lng_gQ~_Y~_lgg, 395 U.S. 367 (1969), may not 
necessarily withstand judicial review when applied to cable. 
~~~ 199_y~_b~~gQ~_Qi_liQID~n_YQ!~£~_Qi_g~lliQ£nl~, 468 U.S. 364 
(1984); g~n!g£y_gQ~~Qnl£~~lQn~_g££Q~_Y~_lg£ 835 F.2d at 294. 
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The best way to insure that the political broadcasting rules 

remain effective 1S to reinstate the must carry rules. Because 

the rules are content neutral» they have a good chance of being 

upheld by the courts» provided :the Congress articulates a 

substantial government interest for the rules. Moreover, the 

signal carriage obligations would yield benefits beyond the 

narrow issue of political broadcasting. The rules would help 

correct a gross inequity in the market place. 

v. Congressional Reimposition of Must Carry is Essential to 
Restoring the Coapetitive Balance in the Marketplace and 
Ensure the Public Maintains Access to Free-Over-Tbe-Air 
Television. 

I respectfully suggest that the most practical course of 

action at this time is for the Congress to hold comprehensive 

hearings on must carry and perhaps on compulsory license. 

Congress can hear all sides» both pro and con, on the 

cable/broadcast issue. Congress will be able to develop a 

convincing record for the court. Because the court has 

traditionally displayed more deference for a congressional 

record than a regulatory agency record» the rules would stand an 

excellent chance of surviving judicial review. 

As for me» I would testify that there is more than a 

substantial public and government interest in assuring that all 

people» not only the higher income personages, can continue to 

see major sports events» movies, and syndicated features on free 

over-the-air television as intended by Congress. 
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During my confirmation hearings 1n March 1974. Subcommittee 
.-

Chairman Senator John Pa~tore insisted that I pledge to him that 

the world series, the su~~~ bowl. major sports, news and major 

entertainment programs would cdntinue to be available on TV free 

to all the American public. Now more than ever it is time to 

reemphasize the honoring of that pledge. 

My longtime association with Senators and Congressmen has 

led me to believe -- that the public interest and government 

interest are inextricably intertwined. Also, I believe the duly 

elected representatives of the people are . the logical and by far 

the most authoritative source to define substantial government 

interest. 

A quote from one of our greatest presidents seems apt for 

the cable-broadcasting issue. I'm not a lawyer so my approach 

to communications problems is more journalistic than legalistic. 

Bottom line: Unlike the Courts. with their legal 

technicalities, I try to determine issues on the basis of 

practical reason and justice. So I find great solace and 

guidance in a quote expressing President Franklin Roosevelt's 

view of the role that administrative agencies should play in 

government. The president said 

h_£Qm~QQ_~£Q~£_A~~QA1_1Q_Q~Q~1_~QQ_£A~£li£~1_~QQ~££~_Qi 
iQiQAm~liQn_l~~~~_lh~_£l~£~_Qf_~A£h~i£_~nQ_l~£hni£~l 
~££li£~liQn_Qi_£Ql~~_Qf_~yiQ£Q£~~_~nQ_~n_iniQ£m~Q_~nQ_~~£~£l 
lAiQQn~1_££nQ~£~_il~_Q~£i~iQn~_~ilh-~n_£Y~_lh~1_1QQ~£ 
fQ£~~£Q_1Q_£~~Qll~_£~lh££_lh~n_Q~£~~~£Q_1Q_££££~Q~nl_~nQ_1Q 
lh~_l£~Qing_£~~£~ __ ~QQ~l~nli~l_iQ~li£~_££m~in~_~_hi&h£~_~iID 
fQK_QQ£_£iyili~~liQn_lh~n_l££hni£~l_l£g~li~ID· 
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All of us applaud the goal of substantial justice. Congress 

with its varied constituencies, different philosophies and 

countrywide representation seems to be in the best position to 

implement substantial justice and define substantial government 

interest. I urge you to reinstate must carry obligations. 
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Honorable Mark S. Fowler 
Chairman 
Federal Communications Commission 
1919 M -Street, N.W. 
Room 814 
Washington, D. C. 20554 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

June 26, 1986 

We are pleased that the Commission has decided to take final 
action on the adoption of a must-carry rule by August 7, 1986. 
In our view, a properly crafted must-carry rule is in the public 
interest and should be promulgated by the Commission as soon as 
possible. Of course, in light of the u.s. Court of Appeals 
decision in Quincy, we would expect the Commission to design a 
rule which is sensitive to the Court's concerns in balancing the 
competing interests at stake. 

We believe that the joint recommendation of the broadcast 
and cable industries represents a constructive starting point for 
fashioning a new rule. Any such rule should recognize the 
special role of public broadcasting as an alternative source of 
television programming. To further the public interest in 
diversity, any rule should also provide for the needs of new 
entrants into the broadcast marketplace in having an opportunity 
to compete. 

Requiring the use of an "A-B switch" in lieu of a must-carry 
rule, which the Commission is reported to be considering, offers 
no assurance that the public will have meaningful access to 
broadcast programming. 

The Commission's must-carry proceeding has been underway 
since November 14, 1985. The reply comment period closed on 
April 25 and the issues have been fully aired. In order to 
eliminate the confusion and uncertainty surrounding the manner in 
which programming aired by broadcast stations will be available 
to the nation's millions of cable subscribers, the Commission 
must act quickly. Thus, we believe it is imperative that the FCC 
take final action on the must-carry issue by August 7, 1986 and 
we fully expect the Commission to act no later than this date. 
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Honorable Mark S. Fowler 
June 26, 1986 

With best wishes. 

. THY E . WI TH 
'Chairman 

Subcommittee on 
Telecommunications, Consumer 

Protection and Finance 

JO[jb;ANTf}r 
cc: All Commissioners 

BRO 
anking Minori Member 
Committ~e on Energy 

and Commerc~ 

MATTHEW J. RINALDO 
Ranking Minority Member 

Subcommittee on 
Telecommunications, Consumer 

Protection and Finance 
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The decision. in my mind. does not serve as precedent for the 
proposition that the Commission ib no longer concerned with the 
~conomic effects of the cable industry on local over-the-air 
television. 14 Indeed. the consume~ education program and the 
interim iules are designed to f.cilitate access to local 
broadcast signals. Therefore. the decision in this-docket is 
cast in the context of a perceived lack of harm to our 307(b) 
policies. The result may be far different if evidence becomes 
av~ilable that cable systems are in fact preventing access to 
ov~r the air broadcasting. 

To the extent the Me~E!!~~~!_QEi~i£~_!~~Q!~!! can be 
construed as promoting 307(b) 80lely by maximizing nconsumer 
choice." then I must disagree. First. absent an effective AlB 
switching arrangement. the cable consumer does not have the 
choice of tuning in a local signal where the cable system has 
decideti to delete the station. The channel simply will not be 
made available. Second. dropping signals may lead to existing 
stations going dark or. if payment is required for carriage. 
drain funds from program acquisition and production. Moreover. 
uncertainty over carriage hinders the financing of new stations 
in the market. Together. these factors serve to limit "consumer 
choices" not only for cable subscribers but also for 
nonsubscribers. 

While the ability to choose local broadcast programming is 
an important component of Section 307(b). th~ Commission's 
statutory requirements go beyond merely providing cable 

• ..1 "" • •• 

sub s c rib e r s wit h the f r e e d 0 m t 0 c h 0 0 s e • 15, Be c au s e b r 0 ad cas t e r s 
are obligated by statute to serve their local communities. it is 
incumbent upon the Commission to ensure those ~ignals are. in 
fact. accessible. 16 Thus. if the means selected by the 
Commission to ensure independent off-air access proves 
ultimately to be ineffective. then the Commission has an 
obligation to revisit the issue. 

Finally. I must take exception to the statement that 
protecting broadcasting E!! £! in furtherance of 307(b) would 
have the effect of limiting choices. This is simply not true. 
Such a possibility exists only where the channel capacity of 
cable systems are so limited as to force a choice between local 
si~nals and cable programming. While this may be the case with 
older small-capacity cable systems. those systems being 
constructed today are not presented with this dilemma. 17 In 
fact. there is excess capacity on many of these new cable 
systems. Problems presented by lack of channel capacity will 
diminish greatly in the future. As a result. the Commission can 
further its 307(b) policies without diminishing overall service 
to the public. 18 

I strongly disagree with the Commission's decision to sunset 
the must-carry rules. Sunsetting the rules without the benefit 
of experience with our interim rules and education program is 
to put it kindly -- premature. Our decision is particularly 
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inappropriate in light of the optional switch rules adopted on 
reconsideration. While burdensome. the required AlB (input 
selector) ~witch rule adopted last August at least ensured that 
the switches would be placed in the home. The optional switch 
rele offers no such assurance. ' Our new policy seems to argue 
for a more cautious approach regarding elimination of signal 
carriage rules. 

I fully recognize the importanc~ of b81~ncing First 
Amendment rigbts of cable operators with tbe nec2ssity of 
protecting our broadcast &llocations schem&~ Wben it reviewed 
our former must-carry rules. the g~~~£z court seized upon both 
the AlB switch. as a less restrictive alternative to signal 
carriage obligations. and our failure to determine whether the 
switch would in fact work.19 Evidence contained in the record 
demonstrates that while the technology may be sufficient. 
switches may not be utilized. Therefore. the AlB switch may 
not. as a practical matter. be a viable alternative. Under the 
g~~~EX Court's own analysis. signal carriage rules appear to be 
the most, narrowly tailored means of ensuring access to local 
broadcast signals. Accordingly. I believe a must-carry rule 
wocld pass muster under the 2~!!ie~ standard as articulated by 
th e g~El COIlJi"t evet) absent a sunset p7:()vi6.iQn~ 

I regret thst we have not adopted broader and permanent 
must-carry rulc~. Nevertheless. I believe the rules adopted 
today establish a minimum base line for protecting the 
Commission's localism concerns. 20 The consumer education 
pro&ram and the interim rules are sufficiently tailored to meet 
the g~~~£x court's requirements. While the prinCipal rationale 
established by the majority is sufficient to support the interim 
rules. I believe that the need to promote localism -- a goal 
which ~y colleagues state is facilitated by the decision 
should have been the focal point of our analysis. 

I look forward to our oversight of the consumer education 
program as well as receiving data on tbe efficacy of the AlB 
(input selector) switch. I have no doubt tbat. during the next 
five years. my colleagues and the Court will come to see the 
wisdom of a permanent signal carriage rule. 
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I'OOTNOTBS 

1 Congres~ recognized the 'ability of cable to bebav.e as a 
bottleneck wben adopting the Cable Communications Policy Act. 
While discussing tbe constitutionality of the Act's access 
provisions. t~~ House Report said: 

1ft h e s e [c r 0 s s ow n e r s hip r u 1 e s] are perm iss i b 1 e • the n 
surely a less restrictive regulation tbat does not 
absolutely ban speech through tbe cable medium. but requires 
only some 1 im.!!!.~L!!!!!.!~&_.£!_£.£!!1!E.!£~_!!£.!1i t.!.!! on a 
content neutral basis. is also valid. (emphasis supplied) 

H.R. Rep. No. 98-934. 98tb Congress •• 2nd Session. August 1. 
1984 at 33. Moreover. tbe courts bave found that cable may be 
considered a natural monopoly. thereby allowing a city to "offer 
a de facto exclusive franchise in order to create competition 
for . its cable television market. ~ ~~. f£E!£!1 
Tel.!£2!!~E.!£!!.!EE!_!E£~_!~_!f!. 610 F.Supp. 891 (D.C. Mo. 1985). 
a f f 'd 8 0 0 F. 2 d 7 1 1 ( 8 t h C i r. 1 9 8 6). .£.!!..!!. den i e d U • S • 
(1987) ------ ---

3 See 2,::E.!!. FCC 86-575 (released December 24. 1986). 

4 B.!EE!~_!EE_2!E.!! in MM Docket No. 85-349. 1 FCC Rcd. 864. 912 
(1986) (Quello. concurring). 

5 The Supreme Court has stated: 

There can be little doubt that the comprehensive 
regulations developed over the past twenty years by the FCC 
to govern signal carriage by cable television systems 
reflect an important and substantial federal interest. In 
crafting this regulatory scheme. the Commission has 
attempted to strike a balance between protecting non-cable 
households from loss of regular television broadcasting 
service due to competition from cable systems and ensuring 
that the substantial benefits provided by cable of increased 
and diversified programming are secured for tbe maximum 
number of viewers. !.!! !~&~. f!£1.!_!.!1.!vi!.!'£E_!~EE.!£!!!~ 
!£E&!!!_~!£l~!.!Y.!!~_B~le!. 79 F.C.C.2d. at 744-746. To 
accomplish this regulatory goal. the Commission has deemed 
it necessary to assert exclusive jurisdiction over signal 
carriage by cable systems. 
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Writing for the court Judge J. Skelly Wright stated: 

We reiterate that this case has not req~ired us to decide 
whether. as an abstract proposition. the preservation of 
free. local television service qualifies as a substantial 
and important governmental interest. We hold only that in 
the particular circumstances of this constitutional 
challenge the Commission has failed adequately to 
demo~strate that an unregulated cable industry poses a 
serious threat to local broadcasting and. more particularly. 
that th~ Qust-carry rules in fact serve to alleviate that 
threat. ~EE~lE_!~~_fE~~i!!iEE_~EY~_£~lEEE_i!!_~EE!~_E!_l~!! 
iE!~i!iY~_!E2~1~:_!!_i!_£~!!!1~_ha!_!E~£!E!£i!l_!E-EE~-!~ 
!E~lE_£~_~!!!~~~~l_E~!i!!E!_!E_!~£EE2=A~!!_i!§_~!E~!! 
iudA!~E!' As long 8S it continues to rely on wholly 
speculative and unsubstanti& ted assumptions. however. our 
powerful inclination to defer to tbe 5gency in its area of 
ex perti se must he tempered by our duty to assure that the 
government not infringe First Amendment freedoms unless it 
has adequately borne its heavy burden of justification. 
That. we have determined. the Commission has not done. 
(emphasis supplied) 

Id. at 1459. 

8 ~~~ Comments of the Association of Independent Television 
Stations Inc •• Television Operators Caucus. Inc.; National 
Association of Broadcasters. and Letter from Senator John C. 
Danforth. Chairman. Committee on Commerce. Science and 
Transportation to Honorable Mark Fowler. dated July 22. 1986. at 
4 . 

9 ~!~ Opposition of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. 
the National Association of Public Television Stations and the 
Public Broadcasting Service to Petitions for Reconsideration at 
11 n. 12. £i!i~A letter of the National Association of Public 
Television Stations. Peter M. Fannon. President. January 30. 
1987. 

10 See Consolidated Opposition of the National Association of 
Broadcasters to Petitions for Reconsideration Appendix B: 
Comments Association of Independent Television Stations Inc. 
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11 See Comments of the Indep~ndent Television Association of 
Indep~~dent Television Station~. Inc. at 6. £ili£A Address of 
Edward Allen. Chairman. Nation~l Cable Television Association. 
to the Washington Metropolitan Cable Club. September 18. 1985. 

12 !~£E!!_!EE_Q!E~! in MM Docket No. 85-349. 1 FCC Rcd. 2314. 
2331 (1986). 

13 

14 The unbalanced market relationship between cable and 
broadcasting was a factor in the Commission's decision to 
propose new syndicated exclusivity rules. Notic!_£l_!ES~i!I in 
General Docket No. 87-24. FCC 87-65. FCC Rcd. (released 
Aprif 23. 1987). We observed there that "repeal of-the 
syndicated exclusivity rules may have unduly shifted the 
competitive balance in cable's favor and against other 
programming outlets." !~~ at para. 7. Concerns over the market 
place i~balance between cable and broadcasting were also 
expressed in our recent decision to examine the compulsory 
copyright license. N0li£!_£l_Ins~i!I in General Docket 
No. 87-25. FCC 87-66. ___ FCC Red. ___ (released April 23. 
19B7). The Commission's concerns with the economic 
relationships between the two media and its desire to provide a 
"level playing field" in those proceedings are applicable to the 
instant docket. In terms of priority. the issue of signal 
carriage has greater economic significance to local broadcasting 
than either syndicated exclusivity or the compulsory license. 

15 While the majority choose not to emphasize this point. the 
Commission's decision in Television Deregulation creates an 
obligation to provide issue responsive programming to its 
community of license. !!£E!!_!~E_Qrd!£ in MM Docket No. 83-670. 
9 8 FCC 2 d 1 07 6. 1 09 1 - 9 2 (1 9 84) !~£'£l!.!._~~!!i~~ 1 04 FCC 2 d 35 7 
!pp~!l P.!EEi.!!~ !~£ ~E!.~ Ac t iE~_.!£!_f!!ilE!~E':!~~l£Yi!iE!!_Y_· _!ff 
No. 86-1425 (D.C. Cir .• filed July 23. 1986). This obligation 
stems not only from interpretation of the public interest 
standard, See Office of Communications United Church of Christ 
v. FCC, 707-'F.2d-I'4I3":-I429-;:-46-1I983)-i);:;'t-aIso-f'ro;-S;ction 

307(b) of the Act. fi!!£11!!_~!£!E£!!!i!!a_f2~p!!!I_!~_!ff, 230 
F.2d 204, 207 ££!!.!._~~!!i~E 76 S.Ct. 650 (1956). 

16 It would appear our current regulations requiring a licensee 
to place a city grade signal over its community of license 
become somewhat .superfluous if a significant percentage of the 
population subscribes to cable and is unable to receive the 
licensee's signal. ~~£ Section 47 C.F.R. Section 73.685(a). 
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17 Approximately 88 percent of existing cable systems have 
channel capacity greater than 20 channels ,. Fifty-nine percent 
of existing cable systems have between 30-50 channels. Thirteen 
percent have a channel capacity above 54 channels !~l~Yi!iEE_!E~ 
Cable Fact Book: Cable and Services Volume. No. 54 (1986 Ed.) a't-A=4'5.-------------------------------

18 I believe that program choices fro~ no~bro~~cast sources. 
!~i~o cable s8t~11ite or nonlocal broadc~st stations. should Dot 
be consider~d as ~nhanci~g ou~ loc~lism Qhjective~. Section 
307(b) is applica~Ie only to rad~o and television broadcasting 
and does not necessarily apply to these alternate video sources. 
See National Association of Broadcasters v. FCC. 740 F.2d 1190 
1D:c-.-ci~:-I984)-1dis'ti~i~ishi~i-DBs-s;~;ic;-f~om local 
broadcasting). Furthermore. I doubt the Commission would want 
to subject satellite programming to the regulatory regime 
envisioned by Section 307(b). 

19 Concerning the Commission's assumptions of the efficacy of 
the AlB switch the 9Ei~£I Court stated: 

In particut~r. it bas never 50ugbt support for the 
assumptions tbet ere tb~ linchpins of its analysis: 
(1} thet without protective regulations cable subscribers 
would cease to view locally available off-the-air television 
either because they would disconnect their antennas or 
because the inconvenience of a switching device that would 
deter them; and (2) that even if some cable subscribers did 
abandon local television. they would do so in sufficient 
numbers to affect the vitality of local broadcasting. 

20 Id. at 1461. 
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SIPARATB STATIMBNT 
or 

COMMISSIONBR JAMBS B. QUBLLO 

CONCURRING-IN-PART AND DISSBNTING-IN-PART 

APPENDIX B 

Re: Amendment of Part 76 of the Commission's Rules concerning 
Carriage of Television Broadcast Signals by Cable Television 
Systems. 

My separate statement to the ReP£!!_!E~_Q!~!! stated that 
the must-carry rules adopted in this proceeding are the very 
minimum I can support. The petitions for reconsideration and 
responsive pleadings strengtben my belief tbat tbe only 
reasonable solution to the problems confronting tbe Commission 
is a p~rmanent must-carry rule. Tbus. while I support tbe 
mus~-carry rules adopted by the Commission in its Memorandum 
QEiEiEE_!E~_Q!~!!. tbe legal justifications employed.-.s-;ell as 
the ~unset provision. constrain me from endorsing wholebeartedly 
the decision in its entirety. 

At the outset. no evidence has been presented causing me to 
revise my previous observations regarding the geograpbic 
monopoly bottleneck of cable systems.1 Once installed. cable 
becomes the gatekeeper for tbe distribution of video product 
into the home. Unlike broadcasting. cable bas little or no 
programming accountability to any government autbority. I still 
believe the Commission made a tragic mistake by not appealing 
the g~i~£I decision. 2 I als~ believe it was error to stay 
implementation of tbe must-carry rules while tbe reconsideration 
was pending. 3 

My overall views are set fortb in my separate statement 
accompanying the Commission's ~!E£!!_!E~_£!~.4 Because the 
rules -- in particular tbe input selector switch rules -
adopted on reconsideration are different from the rules adopted 
in August. I believe further explanation of my position is 
warrant~d. 

I would have preferred the Commission to place greater 
emphasis on the statutory obligations imposed by Section 307(b) 
of the Act. Localism is one of the cornerstones of 
communication policy and should have served as the primary legal 
basis for the must-carry rules and consumer education 
requirements. It is obvious tbe Supreme Court recognizes 
localism as a substantial government interest.5 a fact 
recognized by the g~iE£Y court. 6 Tbe point of departure in 
g~iE£I was that the Commission did not. at that time. 
demonstrate that our 307(b) policies would be at risk absent 
must-carry rules. 7 
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The record in this proceeding demonstrates that must-carry 
obligations are necessary to maintain tb~ integrity of our 
allocation scheme and to promote service to the local 
community.8 Evidence to support tbis proposition is clear and 
convincing. Since the 9Ei~ decision. more than 180 public 
television stations have been dropped from carriage. 9 The 
record also demonstrates tbat numerous commercial stations bave 
been dropped. refused initial carriage or charged exorbitant 
fees to either secure carriage or maintain the same channel 
position on ~8ble th~t tbey were a&signed by tbe FCC.IO 

Tb~ damage to ou~ loc~l allocations scheme is exacerbated 
when we realize two facts. First. the cable industry has taken 
extraordinary steps to ensure cable systems do not drop signals 
or refuse carriage while this proceeding is pending. 11 Second. 
there are strong competitive incentives for local cable systems 
to drop or refuse carriage to broadcast stations. The cable 
industry "is aggressively selling commercial time in local 
markets in competition with local broadcasters. Our decision 
last August expressly recognizes this fact. 12 I believe the 
evidence contained in the record reflects merely the tip of the 
iceberg with regard to the danger to our allocations scheme. 
Given the competitive incentives to drop local signals -- which 
the ~£E!!_!~E_2!~~E expressly recognizes -- I believe we have 
move d far bey6nd tb~ n more or lesB intuitive model" criticized 
by the 9EiE£1 court. 

It is significant that both the ~EE!_!£E_2!£~! and tbe 
~!~E!!E£E~_2£i£iEE_!£E_2!£~E state expressly that the decision 
ncontributes to 307(b)n objectives by fostering independent 
access to local off-the-air television. 13 If our policies 
result in the effective use of AlB (input selector) switch 
technology. then the decision comports with our 307(b) 
objectives. However. as I have stated on previous occasions. 
the efficacy of the AlB (input selector) switch option is 
doubtful. Furthermore. while I generally agreed with lessening 
the burden of a mandatory switch requirement. the optional 
approach adopted by tbe Commission makes the effectiveness of 
the AlB (input selector) switch even more questionable. In 
fact~ it is difficult to distinguish tbe obligations imposed . by 
the new input selector switch rules from the status quo. 
Subscribers have always had ~be option to purchase an AlB 
switch. The only real difference between this decision and the 
current state of affairs is the consumer education program. 
Whether the nnew awareness n of the need for an AlB switch and 
outdoor antenna will achieve its intended purpose -- independent 
access of off-air signals -- remains questionable. 

While I disagree with the majority's conclusions that tend 
to minimize the magnitude of the threat to our 307(b) policies. 
the decision today does not abandon this statutory obligation. 

Y"" • 



Honorable Mark S. Fowler 
June 26, 1986 

. ~ 
IELDS, M.C. 

cc: All Commissioners 

. c . 

M.C. 

BOB \W'1iITTAKER, .~.C. 
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RF',»:~ A1":..J ORL·r.:. - Ajor·teu ; August 7,1986; Released: November 28,1986 

PrQ(p<"Ji:-;" Tu:nir.ated Federal Communications Commission FCC 86-357 

SEPARATE- STATEME./'.'T 
OF 

COMMISSIONER JAMES B. QUELLO 

Re: Amendment of Part 76 of the Commis.c;ion's Rules 
Concerning Carriage of Television Broadcast Signals by 
Cablt SY!'tems (MM Docket No. 85-349) 

The must-carry rule~ adopted by the Commission on 
Augus! 7. r9. o. are the very minimum that I can support. 
I continue to beliC've thaI only com.prehensi.ve rnu§t-QIITY 
ru 1e~ cal" guarantee full pr01ectio n to our system ~f 
over-the-air u:le'.,jsiol\ br(\3dC8~tinf. and t he govern~lleTlt's 
le(titimat( Interest. pursuant 10 Sections 1 and 307(b) of 
the Communications Act. in fostering a syslem account
able to the puhlic interest. Cah,e . once installed. is a 
geographic tXlIlleneck \ with . unlike broadcasting. little or 
no program accountability to an)' puhlic or government 
authorit) . AS I have Stated on many occasions, the COm
mission should have; appealed the Quincy decision .2 The 
COurt of appeab. in my opinion. went far beyond the 
sc\lpe of revie\\ invested in the judiciary and. left un
revie\loed. created uncertaint y and conflict both over the 
ap propriate First Amendment standard to be applied to 
cab le : a. we ll a~ the app ropriate standard to be used 
when re\ iewinE! an agency's exercise of its poli.:)'-making 
function" 

Although St it! sh r t nf tIle mark. I 'Jot<eU HI a6op! the 
Comm is. .. ion·s refa!.hioned must-carr), T!.I e. It does seem 
l('l represem a sincere aHemp! to adopt workable arId 
re<!~Mlaple comprvii1ise p1)5ition . !t provides carriage for 
the mO!'t popular stations as well as public broadcasting 
station~ . And it takes into consideration the plight of 
newcomers I sti ll. however, find it necel'sary to issue this 
separate statement to express disagreeme nt with some 
8spect~ of the Repor/ and Order as well a~ to elaborate on 
a substantial government interest that is not relied upon 
in our Order but which . in m) view. is the single most 
significant reason why th~ new rules are. and the old 
rule~ were . IXlnstitutionall\' sound , I would also like to 
lake this opporlunit) to Slate tha I if the plan we have 
adopted is not implemented in all significant respects. for 
whate\ e! re2son . I will be left with lillie choice but to 
urge tha t we re instate our former musl-carry rule. or, at a 
minimum. adopt a must-carry rule , without 8 sunset date, 
as urged in the industry compromise. 

The mOSi obvious shortcoming of our Order is that in 
jusrifying $ must-c.!l rry rule. it does not rely on the 
substantial government interest in protecting the integrity 
of our Table of Assignments and ensuring public access to 
stations that have a statutory Obligation \0 serve their 
local communities. In my view, both interests are substan· 
tial enough to justify a must-carry rule. without resort to 
2ny notion that broadcasters face economic ruin in the 
abse nce of a must-carry rule. 

The Commission's Firsl Repon 4I1d Order, 38 F.c.c. 683 
(1965) sought to protect a/l of the above interests. As we 
explained then: 

Persom unable to obtain CATV service, and those 
who cannot afford it or are unwilling to pay. are 
entirely dependent upon local or nearby stations for 
their television service . 
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The Commission\ statutory obl igation is to mak.e tele
vision service avai lable. so.far as possible. 10 all people of 
the United States on a fair, efficient. and equitable basis 
(Sections I and 307(b) of the Communications Act). This 
obliption i~ not met by primary reliance on a service 
which. technicall), cannot be made aVAilable to many 
people and which. practically, will not be available 10 
many others. Jd. at 699. 

• • • • 
Because it is. inconsistent with the concept of CA TV 
8S S :supplementary semce. because we consider it 
an un re'Honable restriction upon the local st81iol").·!, 
abi lity to c()m~te. amI because it is patently de· 
structive of the goals we seek in aHocating television 
channels to different areas and communities. we 
~lieve that a CATV system's failure to carry the 
signal of a local station is inherently contrary 10 the 
public interest. Only if we were persuaded that the 
overall impact of CATV competition upon hroad
casting would be entirely negl igible could we con
~ider countenancing such a practice. [d. at 705. 

That Ihese are substantial government interests seems 
intuitive . While not easily susceptible 10 empirical proof, 
they are the types of policy decisions Ihat independent 
agencies were specifically created to consider. See note 2. 
supra. And the Supreme Court apparently agreed with 
our justifIcation for a must-carry rule when. in Capiwl 
Clues C<lbl _ In.c . \. Crisp. 104 S. Ct. 2694 . 2708 (19~41. it 
noted that ODr "comprehensive regulations . . . to ~overn 
signal carriage .. _ reflecr an important and !iubstal'ltial 
federal interest." 

The record before us again contains strong support fo r 
the notion that maintaining the integrity of our 'general 
spectrum allocation scheme and our longstanding statu
tOT) obli(tation to promote localism justify a must-carry 
rule .s That the Commission chose not 10 emphasize this 
substantial government interest just ificat ion is dishearten
ing to sa~ the least. J in no way mean to suggest that our 
principal rationale is not sufficient to support our rule. It 
should be more than adequate. On the other hand. we 
have consistently emphasized a Iicensee's local nonenter
ta inment programming obligation in our radio and televi· 
sion deregulation orders. Radio Dercgulallon. 84 F.C.C.2d 
908, 977 (]981); TV Diregulalion, 98 F .C.C.2d 1076. 
1091-92 (1984). reconsideration denied, F.C.C.2d (1986), 
appeal pendi.ng, Aclion for ClUJdun's Television ~ FCC, 
No. 86-1425 (D.C. Cir., filed J uly 23, 1986). This is an 
obligalion which, in the past , we apparently regarded as 
arising from 307(b) of the Act. PmeUas Broadcasting Com
pany v. FCC. 230 F.ld 204, 207, cen denied, 76 S. Ct. 650 
(1956). And while the Commission may have subtly at
tempted to recast the obligation as solely within our 
discretion . the court of appeals went OUt of its way to note 
that the public interest standard imposes statutory nonen
tertainment programming obligations on licensees. VCC I ' 

FCC. 707 F.ld 1413. 1429, n . 46 (1983). Having mad,. 
localism the cornerstone of our deregulatory policy. it 
simply makes no sense not to cite this as the most 
persuasive juslification for adopting a must-carry rule . 
Our Order deserved much more than simply passing 
reference \0 this singularly most siPlificant govemm~nt 
interest. 

J must also make some remark. about our heavy reli
ance on the NB switch. When ] dissented from Ihe 
Commission's refusal to appeal the Qu.ine.1I decision, I 
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~pressed considerable skepticism that the AlB switch 
ould realistically be relied upon to maintain access to off 

the-air television in homes wired to a cable system, I 
re~mphasized that concern to my colleagues in July, 
pointing OUt thai it was doubtful ca..,le subscribers would 
maims·in an antenna system solei) to view the local 
station~ a cable system chose not to carr), And commen
ters also voiced grave reservations about the utility of the 
ATB switch .b Nevertheless. I decided that a proposal re
quiring. that Ine public be educated on the need for an 
AlB switch . coupled with a requirement that cable sys
tems provide subscribers with an ATB switch, was worth 
trying. A t a minimum , it has the potential of providing 
future empirical data on the marketplace feas ibility of the 
$witch . AI the same time. it has oeen impossible not to 
take note of the criticism of our decision already reported 
hy the press. While these views will not be considered by 
the Commission in issuing the Order it adopted on Au
gusl 7 J want to forecast my intent to reconsider my vote 
should parties present persuasive arguments. on reconsi
deration. that the AlB switch. or something functionall y 
equ ivalen!. will not work. If an AlB switch will not work. 
then. until we can find an alternative means for ensuring 
the public's acces~ to their local television stations. a 
permanent. comprehensive must-carry rule would be ap-
propriate, ' 

I want to make abwlutely clear that I will use my best 
effons to block any sunset of our must-carT)' rule should 
we have credible evidence that our program or assump
tions underlying the program are in error. In addition. 
the comments we receive in response to the inquiries we 
\I.'ill initiate concerning the compulsoT)' license scheme. 
telco entr) , and syndicated and network program exclu
sivit)' . will be highly relevant to my decision whether' to 
per mit sunset of our rules. In 1984. J dissented to the 
Commission 's refusal to initiate an NOl to examine 
changes in the marketplace si nce eliminat ion of the syn
dicated program eXClusivit y rule . J believed then. as J do 
no\\ . thai this Commission musl consider the effeci of its 
actiom in conjunction ~'ith Congress and the Copyright 
Royalt~ Tribunal. Ours is a broad . not narrow. mandate 
to regulate broadcasting. a:;d we cannot fulfill that re
sponsibility in a vacuum . In 'the Maller of Cable Television 
Syndicaled Program £.rclusil'ilY an~ Carriage of Sports 
Telecasts. 56 RR 2d 625.633 (1984) ,' 

As a last issue of major significance. I express consider
able regret that I could not convince the Commission to 
do more for public broadcasting. Public broadcasting. 
although specially acknowledged in the Commission's 
plan, is certainly losing much of the coverage one might 
expect for a service chartered by Congress which contin
ues Significant funding. The diversity of views contem
plated by Congress and supported through the years by 
this Commission can only be diminished under this plan 
which relegates to one video transmission pipeline a 
gate keeping power over all video services that are licensed 
to serve the public interest in the area, While some may 
vie\l.' elimination of must-carry reGuiremenlS as a triumph 
of the marketplace, ) view it as an unbala.nced skewing of 
the marketplace 10 favor one participant over another. 
And. public broadca~ting - created specifically to stand 
outside of the marketplace and offer alternative educa
tional and cultural television fare - stands to lose carriage 
of many of its stations. 
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In sum . I regret that we have not adopted broader 
must-carr rules: the experimental cou r~ we have cho. e n 
seem r. Stil l inadequate to redress the critica l ma rketplace 
imbalances fostered by the Quincy decision . Neverthele~ . 
our action loday provides a much needed transition study 
period of partial musl-carry with ample lAtitude fo r cable 
to exercise First Amendment judgments. I ferventl y hope 
tha i our system of free television broadcasting. which 
serves virtuatl )' all of the nation , is not serioul'l y impaired 
by e misguided effort to preserve alleged Firsl Ame nd
ment rights of a monopoly program distribution pay 
service that serves less than half of our citiz.ens. 

FOOTNOTES 
Commissioner Quello's Statement 

I The Commission's Ord~, emphasizes thaI cablt is misper
ceived as a "i!3lekeeper" beuuse the Commission's pol icies 
made il unnecessary for subscribers II' maintain alternalive 
means for receiving off-the-air broadcasl signah. I disagree with 
this simplistic evaluation of cable's power. In my opinion. e\len 
lS5uming thai the AlB switch is a workable devict. cable 's 
ability t<' pick and choose which off'lhe-air statiom l<' offu 
subscribers carrh~s with it the power 10 affecl a station 's viewer
ship and revenues. if nOI 5uTllivabililY. This power cannol be 
reduced so easily to a single-minded nOl i<'n of consumer mis· 
perception. % I fully agree wilh 'one of the observations of a 
well-known columnist: 

• • • • 
... In one of the leasl appealing judicial pronounce

ments since a federal judge destroyed the phone compllny. 
a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals decided 
in July to strike down the so-called "must-carry" rule~ 
affecting cablecasters. The rules required cable systems 10 

offer their subscribers all available TV station.s in their 
service area . 
This sometimes did lead to dupl ication of program 
choices (if, for instance. there were two ABC affiliates or 
two public TV stations on the same cable system). but it 
also helped keep the system and the service locaJ1y ac
countable. 
the Cable Complications, The Washington Post, Sept. 4, 
]985 (Tom Shales) . 

3 Our OriUr discusses in detail the conStitutional contToverS) 
surrounding cable operators' Firsl Amendment rights. As the 
Order points OUI. the Supreme Coun has nOI addttssed the 
question of whelber cable is enlitled to Fi.rst Amendmenl 
Protection akin 10 thaI enjoyed by newspapers. And ill th~ 

couns of appeals there is a considerable diversity of viewpoints 
on this subject. I hope tbe day will soon ~ here when all 
panicipants in video communication~ will enjoy full Firsl 
Amendment rights. Tbat day. however. has not YCl s.rrived. So 
long as cable voluntarily enten tbe video markel and heavily 
U:le~ off-tbe-air broadcast signals IS pan of its public offering. it 
thereby submiu itself to a reguluory scbeme established by 
Congress for broadcasting. In other words. I still believe tbat the 
only coun to have addr~ specifically the con.5litutionallty of 
our must-carry rules (prior to Quincy ) correctly concluded: 

The Commission 's effon to preserve local television by regu
lating CA TVs has the same constitutional status under tbe Firsl 
Amendment as regulation of the transmission of signals by' tt- ~ 

originating television stations. It is irrelevant 10 the Congres· 
siona l power thaI the CATV systems do DOt themselves use the 
air waves in their distribution systems. The crucial consider
ation is that they do use radio signals and thaI tbey bave a 
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unique impacl upon, and relalionship with . the television 
broad.cast service, Indiscriminale CATV development. feulin~ 
upon the broadcasl service. is C<lpable of deslroying large parts 
of it. The public inlereSt in preventing such a development h 
manifest. 
Blacl.. Hills Video Corp. v FCC. 39<1 F.2d 65. 69 (IItb Cir. 19611). 

4 The Quincy COUT!o in fauhinj: the Commission for havinj: 
failed 1(1 develop an adequale factual b3sis 10 support its eco· 
nomic harm argument, imposed on this Ij:ency a standard :of 
proof for rulemakinl! that was. in my opinion. far in elC~5 of 
,hilI norma II applied when a coun reviews an agency perform' 
ing il) funclions a~ a lei!islator. II is well recogniud that in 
rulemaki l'1l "the factual component of the policy dec' c'on is n(1t 
e.asil) assessc:d in terms of an empi r ically e ri fiable condition ." 
but ralh.e r involve issues in which ... ,9 month of ~xperie i'II::.t 

\IIill be wor1h 8 year of hearinl!S,' '' A.ssocu1Iim" oj NatioMI 
Advertisers, Inc. v. FTC. 027 F. 2d 1151. lib!< (1979) (quoting 
from American AirlilU!.s. InC'. \', CAB. J!iq F.2d 024. 633 (D,C. 
Cir. 1%11) {en bane». See also FCC I'. NauoMi Ciliuns C.ommil· 
tt'C . 43/l U.S. ;75. 813·14 (19781. Even if a stricter standard is to 
apply in c.1SeS whert there art Firsl A.mendment implications 
requirinj:. application of the' 0 'Brien standard . the Quinc,v tourl 
appeared unwilling to i!ive the Commission the benefit of any 
dout'n . In another case. where the balancing of First Amend· 
mem rights were JUSt as delicate' and difficuh a.~ they were here, 
the Supreme coun paid comiderable attention to the asenr, 's 
viell.'s: 
The judj:mtm or the Le(:,isl:llive Branch cannOI be ignored or 
undervalued simply because one se,\!ment of Ihe broadcast con· 
stituency cash its claims under the umbrella of the Firs! 
Amendment. That is not . 0 'lay we "dder" 10 the judgment of 
the Con,\!feS$ and the CoTnmission 011 a constitutiona l question . 
or thaI .... e would hesi ate fO tnvokl! £he Constiturion shouW we 
determine tha I the Commission bas nOI fu lfilled its .ask with 
appropriate sensitivil), 10 the inlerem in free expression. The 
JICIint is, rather. thaI when we faa a complex problem with 
many hard questions and fe .... easy answers we do well to pay 
C:lreful anemion to how Ihe other branches of Government 
have addressed Ihe same problem. Thus. before confronting the 
specific lega l Issues in these cases. we turn to an examination of 
tht legislative and administrative developmtnt of our broadcast 
system over the last half cemu!). 
CBS, Inc . ". DNC. 412 U.S . 94 . 103 (Icn~). It seems to me that 
the court of appeals simp!) ignored the highest court's 
tuchin{:,S. 106 S. Ct. 930. 931 (l9RO). 

, See e.g. CommenlS of the AssocUz.ion oj In.deIXn.tUnl Telt~i· 
sion Slations. Inc. : Tekvision Opera/ors Caucw. Inc, : National 
Broadcasting Company : al~d NatioMI Associalion 01 Broad· 
casu:r.t . See a lso Reply Comments of NolioMI CAble Tlkvision 
Association which. in justifyinr. the industry l'roposeQ com· 
promi5e. stated that the compromi5e tries to ensure "that there 
will continue to be available to the public a reasonable quan
tum of free television service." Reply comments at p. 3. But 
mosl trenchant is the comment of the Honorable John C. 
Danforth. Chairman. Commiuu on Commerce. Science aad 
TranspC'Ination. in his lel1er to Chairman Mark S. Fowler on 
July 22. IqllO. at page 4: 
If tht Commission acquiesces to circumstances that bestow 
ptekeeper stalUS upon cable syste.m5. this will conflict with 
three 10nt:Standing. substantia! governmenl intereslS _. the pub· 
lic 's First Amendment righl of access to diverse sources of 
information, the preservation of vigorous competition among 
communicatiom services. and the Commission's statutory ob· · 
ligation to promote a nationwide broadcasting service buill 
upon local outlets. 

~ .. . ' 
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~ See e.f.-. CommenlS of the No/joMI Anocia/ion 01 Brood· 
casters. June 1986; Leiter to Commissioner James H. OueJlo 
from Preston Padden, June 19. 19&1. 

) disagree "hh the Quincy coun 's Ipparent conclusion that 
there is no ronaection between the compulsor) licen5e scheme 
Ind the Commission's mU5t-carry rules. Quillcy, 76R F.2d a l 
14S4. n . 42, See also. Comments of the N4lioMI Telecommunica' 
tions and JnjomuJ.Mn Adminis"aIWn II p. IK. n . 30: Comme0l5 
of As.socuuiQn oj lrukpendc/IJ Teuvision S,a/ions, Inc. 
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